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1. Purpose of Report 

 
1.1 At the meeting of 21 September 2015, the Committee considered a report 

providing one of the regular updates regarding the operation of member 
development in 2015/16. During the discussion of the report, members debated 
the matter of attendance levels at member development events and requested a 
report exploring options for increasing the number of members benefiting from 
member development. 
 

2. Member Development Attendance Levels 
 

2.1 Attendance rates at member development events are a cause for concern at many 
local authorities. Officers are understandably keen to ensure that any training is 
attended by as high a proportion of an authority’s members as possible. 
Maximising attendance ensures that knowledge and skills are spread as widely as 
possible through a council while also delivering maximum value for money. 
 

2.2 The mean attendance rate at the Council’s member development events during 
2015/16 has been 49%. This level is not significantly different from typical 
attendance rates in previous years. As members noted at the previous meeting of 
the Committee, attendance levels do vary considerably between councillors with 
some members attending most events and others often having to send apologies 
for non-attendance. 
 

3. Options for Improving Attendance 
 

3.1 
 

As requested by members, a list of potential options for improving member 
development attendance is outlined below. It should be noted that a number of 
these options have been trialled in the past and have been included to ensure 
members have the full range of options available for consideration. 
 

3.2 
 

E-Learning 
The Council has had access to an e-learning system hosted by the Learning Pool 
for a number of years. The system is principally used by the Human Resources 
and Work-Based Learning teams to provide online training to officers. On 11 
March 2013, the Committee endorsed diverting funding from providing councillor 
training via e-learning in order to concentrate on other forms of training. E-learning 
systems tend to be interactive websites combining guidance on the relevant topic 
with short quizzes. However, there is limited scope for interaction with other 
learners or trainers using an e-learning system and the creation and updating of e-



learning packages can be more time-consuming for officers than delivering training 
in person. 
 

3.3 
 

Decreasing the Number of Events 
In recent years, the annual timetable of meetings has normally included one 
provisional evening member development event each month. However, while 
some months’ training slots are not used each year, in other months multiple 
events are held. This inevitably places a strain upon members who will often have 
considerable demands upon their time from other areas of life or Council business.  
 
If members were minded to reduce the number of evening member development 
events in order to focus on a few key events, it would be possible to refer any 
suggested topics to the Leader or other elected members to determine whether 
they justified holding a separate session. 
 
In particular, members may wish to consider encouraging officers to circulate 
briefing notes in place of holding member development events. This would allow 
information to be disseminated to a wider group of councillors while also limiting 
the impact upon members’ time. 
 

3.4 Increasing the Relevance of Events 
As an addition to the option outlined above allowing members to reject or amend 
proposed member development events, members may wish to be more proactive 
in ensuring that events are sufficiently relevant to their role. While officers do 
regularly seek input from both this committee and the wider membership regarding 
the planning of member development events, at present the overwhelming 
majority of member development events are arranged as a result of officer rather 
than member requests. As such, there is considerable scope for member 
development events to be misaligned with the topics in which members have the 
greatest interest. 
 

3.5 Political Group Whipping 
All of the Council’s councillors are currently members of a political group. In recent 
years the Council has not had a significant number of members who are not 
members of political groups. As such, enforcement of attendance continues to be 
a feasible option at the political whipping level.  
 
As members operate on a political level it remains difficult and often inappropriate 
for officers to seek to direct members in terms of their day-to-day conduct, 
including attendance rates. Group whipping therefore presents an opportunity for 
members to be self-policing in this regard. However, group whipping evidently 
varies from party-to-party. Any members who are not attached to a political party 
or who are aligned to a group of independent councillors will be less likely to be 
effectively controlled by any other members. 
 

3.6 Mandatory Training 
By longstanding custom, members taking part in quasi-regulatory functions under 
the Licensing or Planning Committees have to receive training on an annual basis 
before taking part in any decisions. This provision has also been extended in the 
past to similar activities such as participating in the Personnel Appeals Panel. 
However, any ‘mandatory’ training can only be effectively enforced through 
Council’s appointments to committees or political whipping. Councillors and 



political groups have legal rights to take part in Council business which cannot be 
overridden lightly.  
 
As such, while it is open to Council to incorporate further provisions in relation to 
requiring attendance at a wider range of training events, this will only be as 
effective as councillors’ willingness to take action against other elected members 
who do not attend. If this were extended and not effectively enforced there is a risk 
that attendance at current ‘mandatory’ training would be adversely affected if 
members felt that all ‘mandatory’ training had become optional.  
 

3.7 Publishing Attendance Data 
The Ethics & Engagement Committee previously considered the publication of 
attendance information showing the proportion of member development events 
attended by councillors. However, members subsequently resolved that such a 
system did not give an accurate reflection of councillors’ commitment to attending 
training. As such, while attendance information continues to be recorded and is 
available on the Council’s intranet site, the information is no longer automatically 
published. 
 

3.8 Incentivising Attendance 
Members have previously discussed whether a return to a system of payment for 
attending events could be considered. As members may be aware, local authority 
members were once paid an attendance allowance taking account of the number 
of meetings which they attended. The Council currently pays all members a basic 
allowance which is supplemented by a special responsibility allowance for those 
members undertaking additional specific duties. The rates for these allowances 
are determined by Council after having regard to the recommendations of the 
Independent Remuneration Panel.  
 

3.9 An allowance system based upon attendance could increase the Council’s costs at 
a time of considerable budgetary pressures and would be likely to draw adverse 
comment from the public. There is also a risk that member development 
attendance would increase as a result of members attending for the incentive 
rather than through a genuine interest in the event. This would potentially cause 
problems in limiting access to training with a specified capacity and could inhibit 
the value of training if members in attendance were not fully engaged with the 
topic. In addition such a scheme would be likely to be unlawful in view of the 
Council’s responsibility to pay a single basic rate allowance to all members and 
the limited roles for which a special responsibility allowance can be paid. 
 

3.10 Repeating Sessions at Different Times 
Councillors evidently have a considerable number of commitments both within and 
outside their role as councillors. As the majority of member development events 
are, in common with committee meetings, held in the evening this can present 
members with difficulties in attending if the date of the event conflicts with political, 
work or personal commitments. As such, for a small number of training sessions 
(usually relating to the Member Code of Conduct, Planning Committee, or 
Licensing Committee) officers supplement the main training event with separate 
events arranged in consultation with members who were unable to attend the 
initial session. 
 
While this arrangement is undoubtedly a good way to increase attendance rates 



and the dissemination of information to all members, it is also time-consuming for 
officers in both arranging and then conducting additional training sessions. Any 
training provided by external trainers would also lead to additional costs if holding 
additional events. As such, there are clear disadvantages in extending the number 
of repeat training sessions which should be borne in mind. 
 

3.11 Survey Members for Further Views 
At present members are not requested to provide any additional information 
regarding why they have not been able to attend an event. While officers may be 
aware anecdotally as to why someone has been unable to attend, there has been 
no systematic attempt to record this either on an ongoing or a one-off basis. As 
such, there would be scope to ask members for this information either through a 
survey or by contacting members before or after an event has been held. While 
the latter option may prove unpopular with members and consume officer time on 
an ongoing basis, a single survey of members would be a less cumbersome way 
to gather the same information. There would also evidently be scope within any 
questionnaire to ask other questions in relation to the Council’s provision of 
member development opportunities. 
 

4. Organisational Impacts  
 

4.1 Finance  
There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. 
 

4.2 Legal Implications  
There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 
 

5. Recommendation  
 

5.1 That members consider the options outlined within the report for improving 
attendance at member development events and offer views regarding the 
suitability of these and any other options. 
 

 


